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ChapterChapter 5 

Reall  Estate, Shares and Real Estate Shares 

5.11 Introductio n 

Overr the last decades institutional investors have increased their interest in publicly traded 

reall  estate shares and have started using securitized real estate as a cost-efficient, more 

liquidd alternative for their direct real estate holdings. At the same time many of these 

investorss remain concerned about the degree to which these securitized real estate 

vehicless reflect real estate attributes. The fact that real estate investment companies hold 

highh percentages of real estate-related assets should result in a high correlation between 

theirr returns and the development of the underlying real estate markets. However, the 

securitizedd shape of these investment vehicles introduces a low-cost, trading-market 

dimensionn which is not present in the unsecuritized real estate market. This difference in 

trading-mechanismm causes significant variations in market performance of securitized and 

unsecuritizedd real estate markets, which clouds their relationship and raises the question 

whetherr real estate shares can still qualify as real estate investment. 

Thee bulk of the literature devoted to this subject focuses on the United States investment 

market,, which offers the time series necessary for empirical research. Quinn (1987) 

reportedd that when in October 1987 REIT prices fell by 14 percent in one month, doubts 

weree strong on whether REITs still qualified as real estate investments. Anecdotes like 

thesee have created the general perception that REITs are hybrid financial assets that 

embodyy the economic characteristics of the underlying real estate markets combined with 

thee volatility and sentiment of the general stock market. Because of its high volatility Ross 

andd Zisler (1987) consider REIT-indices to be inappropriate for measuring the returns of 

reall  estate investments. Using unadjusted REIT-return series as input for asset allocation 

decisionss can result in sub-optimal solutions. 

ww This chapter is based on: Brounen, D., 2003, Real Kstate Stocks: Real F.state or Stocks?, working paper. L"vA. 
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Att the same time, appraisal-based return indices available from the unsecuntized real 

estatee markets are smoothed, understating both the true volatility of real estate returns 

andd the covariance with real estate stocks. In the appraisal process appraisers tend to rely 

onn estimated values from the previous period, which creates aggregated series with high 

levelss of hrst order autocorrelation. This appraisal technique smoothes the progress of the 

returnn series, resulting in an inherent time lag (See Firstenberg, Ross and Zisler, 1988, or 

Geltner,, 1989b and 1991) and bias (Giliberto, 1988, and Geltner, 1989a). Therefore these 

directt real estate indices can not qualify as the true real estate return measure either. 

Accordingg to Ross and Zisler (1987) the true return index for real estate lies somewhere 

betweenn the available securitized and unsecuritized real estate return indices. In order to 

obtainn a more accurate proxy of this true real estate performance both the securitized and 

unsecuritizedd return series have been subject to rigorous research. In this literature 

differentt streams of studies have emerged. Studies like Giliberto (1990), Gyourko and 

Keimm (1992), Geltner (1993a), Eichholtz and Hartzell (1996), and Quan and Titman 

(1997)) use observed return series and apply advanced econometrical tests in order to 

analyzee the underlying relationships between real estate and real estate shares. A second 

streamm of literature investigates this matter from an alternative angle bv constructing and 

applyingg filtering techniques which subtract the market influences from the observed 

returnn series. These techniques have been developed for both appraisal-based private real 

estatee series and publicly listed real estate share series. Geltner (1989a, and 1993b) has 

developedd methods to 'unsmooth' appraisal based real estate series. Regarding the 

securitizedd real estate stock returns Giliberto (1990, and 1993) has developed a line of 

literaturee and methodology, which filters the stock market volatility out of real estate 

shares.. These filtered return series can than be analyzed and offer new insights in the true 

relationshipp between real estate and real estate shares. 

Myy study wil l attribute to the available literature by applying methodology from both 

streamss of literature on international data from the United States, United Kingdom and 

Canadaa for a time period which has not been analyzed before. Several studies39 have 

reportedd low contemporaneous correlations between real estate shares and the 

unsecuritizedd real estate markets, claiming that the relationship between both markets is 

weakk at best and that real estate shares should therefore not be used as real estate 

investmentss in mixed-asset portfolios. In this chapter I wil l look beyond these time-

199 See for example; Mengden, AM. and D.J. Hartzell, 1 986, Real Estate Investment Trusts - Are They Stocks or Real 
Estate?,, Salomon timtbers Rea/Iisfafe Research, August 27 and Lusht, K.M., 1988, The Real Estate Pricing Puzzle, journal 
ofof Real Rstate and L 'rban Hconomia Association 16(1), 95-1 (14. 
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varyingg correlations and I wil l examine the distributions and time series properties of real 

estate,, shares and real estate shares. 

Inn the next section I wil l present the international data that I have selected for this 

exercise.. In section three of this chapter I discuss the historic returns and apply 

econometricc models to examine the relationships between the series. Sections four and 

fivefive presents the results that I obtain after applying the filtering techniques and comparing 

thee residual real estate returns. Finally, in section six I summarize the main findings and 

thee conclusions that I derived. 

5.2.. International Return Data 

II  obtained appraisal-based real estate indices of total returns for the United States, the 

Unitedd Kingdom and Canada. For the United States, I use the index of the National 

Councill  of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF), which includes the 

performancee of 2,600 properties with a sum total market value of some 102 billion US 

dollars.. For the United Kingdom, I employ the index of the Investment Property 

Databankk (IPD). By the end of 1999 the index was based on 236 portfolios and 11,900 

properties.. Regarding the Canadian real estate market I obtained the return series on the 

Russelll  Canadian Properties Index (RCPI) which tracks the returns of properties of 

fourteenn Canadian institutions and advisors. All three indices report returns of properties 

onn an unlevcred basis on a quarterly frequency40 and I analyze these for the period 1986 

too 2000, the longest period for which all three series were available simultaneously. 

Forr common share return indices I use the most widely used national shares indices. For 

thee United States, this is the S&P 500 Index. For the United Kingdom, it is the Financial 

Timess Stock Exchange Index (FTSE); and for Canada the Toronto Stock Exchange 

(TSX).. All these indices represent total rates of return. 

Regardingg the performance of the real estate shares in these markets, I selected the Global 

Propertyy Research (GPR) National indices as most appropriate indicators. The GPR 

Generall  tracks the total returns of listed property companies in each national market. 

Alik ee the appraisal-based real estate indices these GPR Generals are broadly spread over 

differentt domestic regions and include the performance different types of real estate. 

4111 The IPD index also reports on a monthly basis, but for the sake of consistency I have used quarterly figures. 
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Tablee 5.1 displays the key statistics on the return series that wil l be employed in the 

subsequentt analysis. The risk-return statistics exhibit some interesting findings which 

confirmm existing results for the United States. For all three samples I find standard 

deviationss which are lowest for the appraisal-based real estate indices and highest for the 

reall  estate share indices. With respect to the historic returns the results show the highest 

averagess for the common stock indices in each country. 

Tablee 5.1: Real estate, stock, and real estate stock indices 

Countryy Index 

Unitedd States 

S&PP 500 

GPRR General US 

NCREIF F 

Unitedd Kingdom 

FTSEE Al l Share 

GPRR General UK 

Investmentt Property' Databank 

Canada a 

Torontoo Stock Exchange 

GPRR General Canada 

Russelll  Canadian Property 

Com m 

Indc c 

(IPD) ) 

wsitee (TSX) 

:xx (RCPI) 

Markett cap 

12,310,208 8 

121,092 2 

101,621 1 

2,260,478 8 

65,640 0 

136,940 0 

443,094 4 

3,950 0 

18,658 8 

Mean n 

3.29% % 

1.74% % 

1.49% % 

2.63% % 

2.17% % 

2.52% % 

1.77% % 

-3.58% % 

1.75% % 

Standard d 
Deviation n 

7.81% % 

8.28% % 

1.75% % 

8.81% % 

11.57% % 

2.56% % 

8.15% % 

13.94% % 

2.43% % 
TheThe values ure market capitalisations denoted in million I 'nited States dollars, on 11/12/1999. 
MeansMeans and standard deviations are quarterly based and are deimttd in total currencies.. 

GPRGPR is short for Global Property Research, which tracks the performance of international listed real estate companies. 

Inn order to illustrate the performance of the indices during the sample period I plot the 

nationall  scries in Figures 5.1 through 5.3. For the United States and the United Kingdom 

thee indices for real estate and real estate shares do not diverge to a great extent over the 

samplee period. In the Canadian sample, however, I observe a more distinct difference in 

performancee levels , which is caused by a dramatic bust in the Canadian real estate share 

markett during the late eighties and early nineties. The fall in real estate returns during this 

periodd is also present in my data of the United States and the United Kingdom. During 

thiss period all three markets suffered from an economic slump during which real estate 

marketss were faced with high vacancy rates and decreasing rents and property values. In 

alll  three markets the securitized real estate share returns exhibit a more severe fall in 

returnss compared to the smoothly decreasing private real estate returns. Although this 

reall  estate crisis was very similar in nature and size for all three national markets the 

Canadiann real estate share market suffered the most. Part of this Canadian bust is caused 

byy a small sample effect. During the late eighties the Canadian real estate share market 
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composedd of only two listed companies which were both punished severely by investors. 

Thee subsequent recovery which is present in both the United States and the United 

Kingdomm has taken more time in the Canadian market. By the end of the sample period 

thee Canadian real estate share market is consisting of twelve listed property companies 

whichh are performing remarkably well. 

AA second remarkable pattern that consistently appears in all three Figures is the smooth 

performancee of the appraisal-based real estate indices. In each country the real estate 

indicess have experienced a remarkably stable growth, which illustrates the low standard 

deviationss that have been reported in Table 5.1. Only the aforementioned real estate crisis 

off  the early nineties has succeeded in disturbing their steady rise. This smooth 

developmentt of the appraisal-based real estate indices has been well-documented and the 

underlyingg appraisal techniques have been indicated as the main driver of this remarkable 

indexx behavior. I wil l extend my study of the index performance and properties in the 

nextt section. 

Figuree 5.1: United States: real estate, shares and real estate shares (1986-2000 in local currencies) 

Q44 1986 Q41988 Q41990 Q41992 Q41994 Q41996 Q41998 
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F igur ee 5.2: United Kingdom: real estate, shares and real estate shares 
(1986-20000 in local currencies) 
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F igur ee 5.3: Canada: real estate, shares and real estate shares (1986-2000 in local currencies) 
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TheThe GPR-Canada total return series include a dramatic crisis in the early nineties. For the sake of comparison I therefore 
rebalancedrebalanced the index at the beginning of 1994 to the level of the Russell Canadian Property Index. 
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5.33 Analyzing the Observed Returns 

Whenn taking a second and closer look at the performance of the return indices in my 

sampless I compute the correlations for each national sample as they are displayed in Table 

5.2.. The first order autocorrelation results clearly show a strong positive serial 

autocorrelationn for the real estate return series in each sample. Combining this result with 

thee low7 standard deviations for these series indicates that the appraisal technique that has 

beenn used as input for these real estate indices has a great reliance on the estimates from 

previouss periods. 

Tablee 5.2: Correlations of quarterly returns 

1st.. Order Contemporaneous Correlations 
Autocorr.. lul l sample 86-93 93-00 

Countryy Index GPR US S&P500 GPR US S&P500 GPR US S&P500 
Unitedd States NCREIF 0,66" -0,02 0,14 0,02 0,04 -0,10 0,18 

GPRR US -0,01 0,59' 0,71*  0,25 

S&P5000 -0,34* 

GPRR UK FTSE GPR UK FTSE GPR UK FTSE 

Unitedd Kingdom IPD 0,86*  0,26 -0,03 0,28 -0,03 0,19 -0,06 
GPRR UK 0,08 0,56' 0,64" 0,34 
FTSEE -0,21 

GPRCNN TSX GPRCN TSX GPR CN TSX 

Canadaa RCPI 0,62*  0,32' -0,09 0,27 -0,17 0,43 0,02 
GPRCNN 0,01 0,5 -̂ n,T.y 0,25 
TSXX -0,29 

Correlatie»!Correlatie»! coefficients marked with are significant at a 5"<>  confidence level 

Withh respect to the contemporaneous correlations between the real estate, share and real 

estatee share indices Table 5.2 presents some interesting trends. The low correlations 

betweenn real estate and real estate shares, which range between -0.02 and 0.32 is a contra-

intuitivee but w*ell-documented statistic. Although one would expect to find a more 

substantiall  relationship between both real estate investments vehicles, these correlation 

resultss corroborate with most of the previous literature on this subject. Since correlations 

mayy fluctuate over time I also repeat the correlation analysis after splitting up the sample 

inn a pre- and post-1993 period. The relationship between real estate and real estate shares 

doess not seem to be affected by the time horizon and remains low and insignificant over 

bothh periods for my United States and United Kingdom data. In my Canadian data the 

relationshipp between real estate and real estate stocks appears to be slightly stronger, 

especiallyy during the post-1993 sample period. Figure 5.4 plots rolling correlations 

betweenn real estate and real estate shares, which show the low correlation through time. 
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Figur ee 5.4: Rolling 16-quarter correlations between real estate shares and real estate. 
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Regardingg the relationship between real estate and common shares my results lead to 

similarr conclusions. The low correlations between real estate and shares are independent 

off  the time horizon and range between -0.17 and 0.18. 

Withh respect to the correlation between real estate shares and common shares my results 

providee some novel and interesting patterns. Contrary to the other relationships this real 

estatee share - share relationship appears to be significant and positive. Using the full 

samplee I document correlations which exceed 0.57 in all three samples, indicating a 

significantlyy positive connection between both asset categories. This outcome can be 

interpretedd as proof that the returns on real estate shares and common shares are driven 

byy common factors, a claim that has been made before on several occasions. However, 

whenn testing the stability of this strong relationship Table 5.2 shows a striking change in 

thesee correlations which drop to insignificant proportions after 1993. For the United 

Statess and Canadian markets my results show that the correlation between real estate 

sharess and common shares decrease severely during the second half of my sample period. 

Forr the United Kingdom this change is also present, albeit on a more moderate scale. 

Thiss decoupling of real estate shares with the overall share market is illustrated by the 

fourr year rolling correlations which I plotted in Figure 5.5. This phenomenon has been 

documentedd before by Lee, Lizieri and Ward (2000) and has been attributed to the shift 

off  investor preferences from value to growth shares during the late nineties at a time 

whenn high-tech shares were reporting double-digit returns. 
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Figuree 5.5: Rolling 16-quarter correlations between real estate shares and common share. 
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Lee,, Lizieri and Ward (2000) also provide evidence on similar decreasing trends in 

correlationss between other sectors and the overall share market illustrating that this 

decouplingg is not simply a real estate phenomenon. Furthermore, Table 5.2 shows that 

thiss decoupling has not resulted in higher correlations between the returns on real estate 

sharess and private real estate, at least not in the contemporaneous correlations. 

Too investigate this weak relationship between both real estate markets more thoroughly, I 

firstt apply an approach similar to Gyourko and Keim (1992) and Eichholtz and Hartzell 

(1996).. In this approach I regress the current appraisal-based returns (At) on real estate 

sharess (R,) and lagged real estate share returns (Rt-i). In order to cope with the 

autocorrelationn in the appraisal-based returns I also include an autoregressive term (A,.i): 

A,A, = a0 +alRl + s, 

A,A, = a0 +a2A,_i +a4R,_l + £, 

(5.1) ) 

(5.2) ) 

Thee regressions results regarding both models are presented in Table 5.3. Model 5.1 

displayss littl e explanatory power, a result that may be explained by significance of the 

autoregressivee term in Model 5.2. While the lagged real estate share returns have a 

significantt impact on appraisal-based returns in Canada and in the United Kingdom, but 

nott in the United States. In all three samples the autoregressive term has the most distinct 

impactt on the current appraisal return with ai varying between 0.55 for Canada and 0.80 
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forr the United Kingdom. The explanatory power of this model specification, the R2, 

rangess between 0.39 for Canada and 0.79 for the United Kingdom. 

Becausee appraisals are commonly made once a year and tend to rely on their previous 

estimatee I extend model 5.2 by incorporating the appraisal return of the year before (A, 4): 

a00 +a2At_l +a,At_A +a4Rl_] +er (5.3) ) 

Tablee 5.3 shows that this fourth lag of the appraisal return is both statistically and 

economicallyy significant in the United States and Canada and strongly enhances the 

explanatoryy power for both national samples. For the United Kingdom this additional 

parameterr is significant only at a 10% confidence level and does not attribute to the 

model'ss explanatory power. 

Tablee 5.3 

Modell  (5.1) 

Modell  (5.2) 

Moddd (5.3) 

Modell  (5.4) 

:: Autoregrcssive mo 

A,, = a, 

A,, = a, 

A,, = a, 

A,, = a, 

Unitedd States 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Canada a 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

a ,R,++ cf 

a v Vii  + a. 
a:: A, i + a 

CC2A,, 1 + a 

Model l 
(5.1) ) 

(5.2) ) 

(5.3) ) 

(5.4) ) 

(5.1) ) 

(5.2) ) 

(5.3) ) 

(5.4) ) 

(5.1) ) 

(5.2) ) 

(5.3) ) 

(5.4) ) 

R R 
A A 

A A 

iell  of appraisal 

,, + e, 

.11 + a4Rr 

.44 + a4R,-

a„ „ 
0.02" " 

(6.09) ) 

0.01" " 
(2.12) ) 
0.00 0 

(«1.73) ) 
0.00 0 

(0.03) ) 

0.02" " 
(6.86) ) 
0.00* * 

(179) ) 

0.01" " 
(2.29) ) 

0.01" " 
(2.28) ) 

0.02 2 
(5.93) ) 
0.01" " 
(2.62) ) 
0.00 0 
(1.15) ) 
0.00 0 

(1.14) ) 

++ e, 
++ ouR, 

a, , 
-II.Ol l 

(-(1.12) ) 

0.06' ' 
(1.91) ) 

0.55" " 
(2.38) ) 

returns s 

++ er 

a, , 

0.66" " 
(6.05) ) 

0.35" " 
(3.01) ) 

0.37" " 
(3.72) ) 

0.80" " 

ai .7 i ) ) 
0.87" " 

(11.21) ) 

0.86" " 
(10.69) ) 

0.55*' ' 
(4.73) ) 
0.35" " 
(3.29) ) 
0.33" " 
(2.85) ) 

a, , 

0.54"' ' 
(4.57) ) 

0.53" " 
(5.20) ) 

-0.14* * 
(-1.91) ) 

-0.15' ' 
(-1.92) ) 

0.45" " 
(4.30) ) 
0.45" " 

(4.15) ) 

a4 4 

-0.01 1 
(-0.26) ) 

0.02 2 
(0.80) ) 

0.02 2 
(1.23) ) 

0.05" " 
(3.64) ) 

0.04"" " 
(2.40) ) 

O.04" " 
(2.37) ) 

0.04* * 
(1.84) ) 
0.02 2 

(1.37) ) 
0.02 2 

(1.40) ) 

0^ ^ 

0.07" " 
(4.10) ) 

0.00 0 
(0.28) ) 

0.01 1 
(0.34) ) 

0.01 1 

0.41 0.41 

0.59 9 

0.70 0 

0.05 5 

0.79 9 

079 9 

0.79 9 

0.08 8 

0.39 9 

0.58 8 

0.57 7 

D\V V 
0.69 9 

2.S"7 7 

1.81 1 

2.07 7 

0.41 1 

1.70 0 

1.87 7 

1.86 6 

1.07 7 

2.20 0 

1.68 8 

1.70 0 

.'ill.'ill  regressions are based on quarterly logarithmic returns from 1986 through 2000, t-statistics are denoted in parentheses. 
D\\'D\\' is the Diirbin-W'atson test statistic for first-order anttiaiirr/ation in the regressions residuals. 
CoefficientsCoefficients marked with are significant at 0.10 level and coefficients marked with " are statistically significant at0.05 level. 
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Finally,, I also include the fourth lag of the real estate share returns (Rt-4) in order to test 

forr a similar seasonality across both real estate returns: 

A,A, = a0 + a , 4 _, + a3 4 _4 +a4R,  ̂ +a5#,_4 +er 
(5.4) ) 

Thee results in Table 5.3 show that this additional variable is only significant in my United 

Statess sample, resulting in an increased R2. Al l these results confirm previous findings of 

Eichholtzz and Hartzell (1996) and Gyourko and Keim (1992), indicating that after 

controllingg for the existing autocorrelation appraisal-based return tend to be lagging real 

estatee share returns. In order test the causal direction between appraisal-based real estate 

andd real estate share returns I use the Granger causality test. I wil l execute this test by 

examiningg the reverse hypothesis, where real estate share returns are determined by their 

ownn history and appraisal-based real estate returns, running the following set of equations 

(5.55 - 5.8): 

Tablee 5.4: Test of Granger Causality. Autoregressive model of real estate stock returns 

Modell  (5.5): R, = an + a , At + er 

Modell  (5.6): Rf = a0 + OC2R-1 + ouA,., + 2, 

Modell  (5.7): Rt = OK, + a2R-i + a3R,-4 + cuAt_i + £t 

Modell  (5.8): Rt - an + a2R,i + a3R,-4 + o^Vi + asAt 4 + e, 

Unitedd States 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Canada a 

Model l 
(5.5) ) 

(5.6) ) 

(5.7) ) 

(5.8) ) 

(5.5) ) 

(5.6) ) 

(5.7) ) 

(5.8) ) 

(5.5) ) 

(5.6) ) 

(5.7) ) 

(5.8) ) 

Ct0 0 

0.02 2 
(1.11) ) 
0.04" " 
(2.36) ) 
0.04** * 
(2.47) ) 
0.04** * 
(2.40) ) 

-0.01 1 
(-0.41) ) 
0.02 2 
(0.75) ) 
0.01 0.01 

(0.45) ) 
0.02 2 

(0.95) ) 

-0.08" " 
(-3.25) ) 
-0.08" " 
(-2.89) ) 
-0.08" " 
(-2.61) ) 
-0.08" " 
(-2.29) ) 

a, , 
-0.09 9 

(-0.13) ) 

1.19--
(1.91) ) 

1.84" " 
(2.38) ) 

a7 7 

-0.01 1 
(-0.07) ) 
0.00 0 

(-0.03) ) 
-0.01 1 

(-0.08) ) 

0.07 7 
(0.49) ) 
0.08 8 
(0.56) ) 
0.02 2 

(0.17) ) 

-0.07 7 
(-0.51) ) 
-0.09 9 

(-0.57) ) 
-0.08 8 
(-0.50) ) 

a3 3 

0.21 0.21 
(1.65) ) 
-1.21 1 
(-1.66) ) 

-0.08 8 
(-0.59) ) 
-0.05 5 
(-0.40) ) 

-0.09 9 
(-0.55) ) 
-0.08 8 

(-0.50) ) 

a4 4 

-1.45** * 
(-2.25) ) 
-1.32" " 
(-2.27) ) 
0.21 0.21 

(1.64) ) 

0.05 5 
(0.08) ) 
0.46 6 

(0.76) ) 
0.82 2 

(1.23) ) 

1.52" " 
(1.82) ) 
1.81* * 

(1.88) ) 
1.90' ' 

(1.84) ) 

a5 5 

-0.19 9 
(-0.26) ) 

-0.82 2 
(-1.30) ) 

-0.24 4 
(-0.25) ) 

0.01 0.01 

0.06 6 

0.10 0 

0.08 8 

0.05 5 

-0.03 3 

-0.04 4 

-0.02 2 

0.08 8 

0.03 3 

0.02 2 

-0.01 1 

DW W 
1.95 5 

1.95 5 

1.56 6 

1.57 7 

1.96 6 

1.88 8 

1.55 5 

1.57 7 

2.25 5 

2.04 4 

2.04 4 

2.04 4 

AllAll  regressions are based on quarterly logarithmic returns from 1986 through 2000, t-statistks are denoted in parentheses. 
DWDW is the Durbin-Watson test statistic for first-order autocorrelation in the regressions residuals. 
CoefficientsCoefficients marked with " are significant at 0.10 level and coefficients marked with " are statistically significant at 0.05 level. 
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Thee model estimates are stated in Table 5.4. Although, the results show some significance 

inn the relation between real estate share returns and the first lag of the appraisal-based 

returnss for the United States and Canada, the models perform remarkably poor. The R2s 

aree extremely low and the constant terms are significant in United States and Canada, 

indicatingg a misspecification of the model. Therefore my results imply that causality runs 

onlyy in one direction, that is from real estate share returns to appraisal-based returns. 

5.44 Filtering the Observed Returns 

5.4-11 U n s m o o t h i ng Unsecur i t ized Real Estate Returns 

AA second stream of literature focuses on developing methods, which can isolate the real 

estatee component from the observed real estate return series. Due to the aforementioned 

concernss regarding smoothing in appraisal-biased real estate indices Geltner (1993b) 

developedd a model, which adjusts the return series for first-order autocorrelation. 

Geltner'ss model applies a reverse filter to recover the underlying true returns on real 

estate,, as shown below: 

uu ( r / " ( I -«>- , - ,) 
(5.7) ) 

wheree r/'is the unobserved true return, r*  is the observed appraisal-based return and a is a 

time-invariantt parameter between 0 and 1. If smoothing is absent, ds value wil l equal 1 

suchh that the unobserved true return is completely independent of the observed return of 

thee pervious period, hence serial autocorrelation wil l be zero. Unfortunately, the value of 

aa cannot be statistically estimated and relies on personal judgment regarding the degree of 

smoothingg in the real estate market. A survey of Giliberto (1992) suggests that real estate 

investorss in the US view real estate true volatility as being half of that of equities, which 

inspiredd empirical studies like Barkham and Geltner (1995) and Stevenson (2000) to fix a 

suchh that the periodical risk measure of real estate equals half of that of the stock market. 

Stevensonn (2000), however, also proposes a simple first order autoregressive (AR1) model 

whichh can correct return series for autocorrelation without having to set parameters 

arbitrarily.. This AR1 model, the full information model4', assumes that unsecuritized real 

411 The main difference between the Geltner (1993a) model and the AR1 model is the assumption each makes regarding the 
efficiencyy of the real estate market. The AR1 model assumes the real estate market is perfectly efficient, assuming that the 
underlyingg returns are unpredictable. The Geltner (1993a) model, however, does not make this assumption. 
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estatee returns follow a first-order autoregressive process, an assumption under which a 

cann be estimated as the P coefficient in the following regression: 

r'r'  = a + (3r,_, (5.8) ) 

Thee corrected return can than be derived using the following procedure: 

1-p p V" V" 
(5.9) ) 

II  wil l apply this AR1 Model to retrieve the underlying corrected real estate returns in the 

threee international markets of which the resulting full information index series are plotted 

inn Figures 5.6 to 5.8. 

Thee illustrations clearly show that for each sample the unsmoothed real estate indices 

containn more intertemporal volatility. In the United Kingdom this unsmoothed real estate 

returnn index also appears to be leading its original appraisal-based return index. Both the 

downturnn of the late eighties and the subsequent recovery appear earlier in the full 

informationn index, indicating that lagging has been solved. Regarding the United States 

andd Canada the differences between the two series is less compelling and only appear to 

bee significant during the real estate crisis of the late eighties, an event which affects both 

fulll  information indices more. 

Figuree 5.6: US NCREIF versus the unsmoothed Full Information index (1987-2000) 
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Figur ee 5.7: UK IPD versus the unsmoothed Full Information Index (1987-2000) 
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Figur ee 5.8: Canadian RCPI versus the unsmoothed Full Information Index (1987-2000) 
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5.4.22 H e d g i ng Securi t ized Real Estate Returns 

Somee claim that because of the structural differences relating to market mechanisms 

comparingg securitized and unsecuritized return is like comparing apples with oranges. 

Gilibertoo (1990) disagrees and believes that the different pricing mechanisms used in each 

markett disguise the relationship between public, securitized and private, unsecuritized real 

estatee performance. The unsecuritized market is one of apples traded monthly in an 

orchardd where prices become observable only sporadically, while the securitized market is 

onee of the same apples being traded daily in the local supermarket and where prices can 

changee continuously. After filtering out these different pricing mechanisms Giliberto 

believess that the comparison can be one of apples with apples, but with a twist. In his 

19900 paper Giliberto analyzes return data of real estate (NCREIF), REITs (NAREIT), 

stockss (S&P-500) and bonds (Salomon Brothers Investment grade index) from 1978 

throughh 1989 using lagged relationship regressions. He documents an important finding. 

Thee residuals from REIT- and unsecuritized real estate return regressions exhibit strong 

correlations,, indicating that a common factor is present in both sets of return. This 

commonn factor is labeled as "pure" real estate. Giliberto (1993) extends these findings by 

introducingg statistical technology with which REIT-indices are stripped from their stock 

markett component. By relating historic price changes of REITs to those of the general 

stockk market, the S&P-500 in this case, Giliberto derives a monthly hedge-ratio (h), wThich 

iss computed on a rolling 48-month basis. 

REITpricechangeREITpricechange = a + h*S& P500pricechange + error (5.10) 

Inn the second stage this hedge ratio is then employed to subtract the share market return 

fromm the monthly REIT-performance, thereby leaving a residual which is referred to as 

thee hedged REIT return. 

HedgedREITreturnHedgedREITreturn = REITtotalreturn - h* S & P500pricereturn (5.11) 

Thiss "hedged" REIT index separates the stock market sentiment from the securitized real 

estatee returns and offers a better view on real estate performance. 

Thee effectiveness of Giliberto's (1993) hedging procedure is contingent on the "temporal 

consistency"" in the levels of indices employed. The resulting hedge ratio is clearly 

dependentt on the magnitude of the two indices in the first regression. Liang, Chatrath and 
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Webbb (1996) suggest a modified hedging procedure, which derives the hedge ratio from 

thee relationship between price returns rather than price changes. Furthermore Liang, 

Chatrathh and Mcintosh (1996) propose a second alternative procedure to calculate the 

total-hedgedd REIT index. Since REIT total returns comprise both the price and dividend 

return,, therefore hedge ratio should also be derived from the total effect of the stock 

markett on REITs which is reflected by the total returns, rather than price returns. 

REITtotalreturnREITtotalreturn = a + h*S& PSOOtotalretum + error (5.12) 

Thee resulting "total hedge ratios" are employed to correct REIT total returns for the 

contemporaneouss fluctuations in the excess stock market return. In their study this excess 

stockk market return is computed as the monthly difference between the return on the 

S&P-5000 and the return on a T-Bill. 

HedgedREITreturnHedgedREITreturn = REITtotalreturn -h*(S& P500totalreturn - Tbillretum) (5.13) 

II apply the total-hedging technique to my international set of data and plot the resulting 

seriess together with their unhedged originals in Figures 5.9 to 5.11. 

Figuree 5.9: US GPR-National Index versus the Total-hedged Index (1986-2000) 
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Figuree 5.10: UK GPR-National Index versus the Total-hedged Index (1986-2000) 
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Figur ee 5.11: Canadian GPR-National Index versus the Total-hedged Index (1986-2000) 
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TheThe GPR-Canada total return series include a dramatic crisis in the early nineties. For the sake of comparison I therefore 
rebalancedrebalanced the index at the beginning of 1994 to the level of the Russell Canadian Property Index. 
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Forr all three national samples hedging real estate share returns results in time series which 

moree strongly resemble their unhedged originals but differ in return levels. These total 

hedgedd real estate share returns no longer reflect stock market booms and busts, like for 

instancee Black Monday, but appear to display the macro-economic fluctuations of each 

country.. In the next section I will test the properties and interdependencies of these 

hedgedd real estate return series. 

5.55 Comparing the Filtered Indices 

Afterr abstracting from differences in pricing mechanisms I now repeat my comparative 

analysiss of the international markets, by confronting securitized and unsecuritized real 

estatee series and analyzing their relationships of their filtered returns. 

Startingg with the United States sample my results exhibit some interesting patterns. The 

resultss and statistics, which are plotted in Figure 5.12 and stated in Table 5.5 show a 

distinctt increase in volatility of the unsecuritized real estate series, indicated by standard 

deviationss which doubled during the unsmoothing process. Besides an increase in 

volatilityy the unsmoothed real estate index, the full information index, also exhibits a 

strongg decrease in its first-order autocorrelation, which directly results from the filtering 

techniquee applied. The main change regarding the securitized real estate series lies in the 

decreasee in volatility, w-hich appears to be the result from subtracting the common share 

markett influences. Furthermore, Table 5.5 displays a contemporaneous correlation matrix 

whichh reports an increased and positive correlation between the securitized and 

unsecuritizedd real estate series after the filtering techniques have been applied. VCTien 

comparingg this positive correlation coefficient with the initial United States statistics of 

Tablee 5.2, as presented in Table 5.5, I observe a significant increase in the strength of the 

relationn between both real estate markets, wThich gives support to Giliberto's believe that 

pricingg mechanisms obscure the genuine similarities. During the post-1993 period both 

filteredd series start moving together in a more convincing manner, especially when 

comparedd to the original real estate return series which appeared to be correlated 

negativelyy during this time period. 
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Figuree 5.12: Total-hedged GPR-US versus the Full Information Index (1987-2000) 
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Tablee 5.5: US descriptive statistics in local currencies (1987-2000) 

Countryy Index 

UnitedUnited States 

NCREIF F 

GPRR General US 

Fulll Information Index US 

Totall Hedged GPR US 

UnitedUnited Kingdom 

IPD D 

GPRR General UK 

Fulll Information Index UK 

Totall Hedged GPR UK 

Canada Canada 

RCPI I 

GPRR General Canada 

Fulll Information Index Canada 

Totall Hedged GPR Canada 

Mean n 

1.49% % 

1.74% % 

1.41% % 

0.75% % 

2.52%, , 

2.17% % 

1.81% % 

1.77% % 

1.75% % 

-3.58% % 

1.56% % 

-4.68':',» » 

Standard d 

Deviation n 

1.75% % 

8.28% % 

3.84% % 

6.25% % 

2.56% % 

11.57% % 

8.99% % 

8.83% % 

2.43% % 

13.94'/,, , 

5.04% % 

9.77% % 

1st.. Order 

Autocorrel. . 

0.66 6 

-0.01 1 

-0.29 9 

-0.03 3 

0.86 6 

0.08 8 

0.32 2 

0.26 6 

0.62 2 

0.01 1 

-0.07 7 

0.31 1 
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-0.02 2 
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00 54 
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Figur ee 5.13: Total-hedged GPR-UK versus the unsmoothed IPD Index (1987-2000) 
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Figur ee 5.14: Total-hedged GPR-Canada versus die unsmoothed PCA Index (1987-2000) 
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TheThe GPR-Canada total return series include a dramatic crisis in the early nineties. For the sake of comparison 1 therefore 
rebalancedrebalanced the index at the beginning of 1994 to the level of the unsmoothed Russell Canadian Property Index. 
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Figuree 5.13 plots the time variance of the filtered real estate return series for the United 

Kingdom.. Again, volatility of the unsecuritized index has increased while the hedged 

securitizedd real estate returns appear less volatile. Similarities between both filtered indices 

havee clearly increased, in fact Figure 5.13 presents two time series which move strongly 

togetherr during the full sample period. This graphical result is supported by the evidence 

thatt is offered by the cross correlations in Table 5.5. For the United Kingdom correlation 

coefficientss have increased towards a level that is significant during both the full sample 

andd during each subsample. These compelling results for the United Kingdom clearly 

indicatee that both real estate markets still share a common real estate component, 

supportingg previous studies like Giliberto (1990), Gyourko and Keim (1992), Geltner 

(1993a),, Eichholtz and Hartzell (1996), and Quan and Titman (1997), which reached the 

samee conclusion. 

Finally,, the Canadian sample yields results which are the least convincing. Unsmoothing 

andd hedging the Canadian real estate series does not appear to generate time series which 

exhibitt an increased similarity. Figure 5.14 presents the graphs of both the unsmoothed 

Russelll Canadian Property index, the full information index, and the total hedged GPR 

Generall Canada. The statistics of Table 5.5 again show that unsmoothing increases the 

volatilityy while hedging reduces the intertemporal fluctuations in returns. Significant 

correlationss between both filtered returns do not result from this exercise for my 

Canadiann sample. This lack of pervasive insights regarding the Canadian sample may be 

resultingg from the small sample restrictions regarding Canadian real estate shares, which 

hamperss the statistical strength of the techniques employed. 

5.66 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter I have examined the relationship between private real estate and the 

securitizedd real estate market in the United States, United Kingdom and Canadian 

markets.. Traditional research focusing on the rawT total returns of both real estate markets 

focusess on the low cross-correlations, questioning the fundamental link between the 

privatee and public real estate markets. At the same time real estate share returns appear to 

bee strongly related to the performance of the common share market. These results have 

beenn interpreted as proof for classifying real estate share as common shares being part of 

thee overall market instead of serving as real estate investment vehicles. However, being 

awaree of the differences in market micro structure of the private and public real estate 
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markets,, I opted for extending my analysis by incorporating the effects of pricing 

mechanismss into my comparison. 

Analyzingg the descriptive statistics of the direct real estate return series reveals relatively 

loww standard deviations and very high first-order autocorrelations for each market. These 

diagnosticss indicate that the appraisal-based private real estate returns are smoothed as an 

effectt of the backward looking appraisal method which is commonly used by 

professionalss which supply the individual value estimates. When incorporating this 

appraisall bias in a autoregressive framework I document international evidence for the 

factt that real estate share returns lead private real estate returns, even after controling for 

smoothing.. By applying a reverse filter technique which was developed by Geltner 

(1993a)) and Stevenson (2000) I unsmoothed the private real estate series, resulting in a 

moree realistic indicator of true real estate returns. By the same token I applied a filtering 

techniquee which was developed by Giliberto (1993) and Liang, Chatrath and Webb (1996) 

inn order to isolate the stock market sentiment from listed real estate performance in each 

series,, by hedging real estate share returns for the performance of the common share 

market.. The residual real estate share returns provide a better proxy for the genuine real 

estatee performance in each country. 

Afterr filtering both real estate series I repeated my comparative analysis and find evidence 

forr the presence of significant similarity in historic returns of both the private and public 

reall estate markets. This result provides evidence for the existence of a link between both 

reall estate markets, but at the same time confirms the distinct differences that remain 

evenn after correcting for the underlying differences in pricing mechanisms. This mixed 

conclusionn inspires me to continue my research towards the cross sectional differences 

withinn the listed real estate markets. Knowing that a relationship with the direct market is 

stilll present on the background, but that specific differences have dominated market 

returnss over the years encourages me to look into the listed property market as a unique 

assett category in which firm performance is more than just a function of the underlying 

reall estate market. Stock market effects appear to be significant and investors do tend to 

respondd on facts and figures that lie beyond the real estate market. Real estate investment 

companiess therefore should feel the urge to evolve beyond the level of real estate 

collectorss and start to structure their companies according to sound and clear corporate 

strategies.. I will therefore continue my dissertation with the analysis of corporate 

strategiess in the listed real estate arena and test the added value of such considerations. 


